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Top Reason to use Kansas City Attic Fans & A Triangle 
Whole House Fan vs a Cheap Competitor Fan 

 
 Triangle fans are known to be the "Cadillac" of whole house fans.  They use the 

highest quality components and build these to last.  Competing fans at big box stores 
will not last nearly as long. 

 A huge advantage to using a high quality belt driven Attic Fan by Triangle is how 
quiet they run compared to others and especially the common cheap direct drive 
fans.  The noise level of attic fans are often a big complaint of them. 

 Totally welded construction, not bolted together.  The bolted together fans can 
vibrate loose and increase noise. 

 All metal and cut edges are painted.  Competitor fans are galvanized and can rust 
over time. 

 Patented automatic belt tension system.  Belts will wear and stretch over the years.  
Spring loaded tension system automatically keeps the belt at the proper tension.  No 
need to worry about checking belt tension.  Loose belts decrease performance. 

 Rubber vibration damper between fan and wood frame 
 Heavy wood frame.  1" nominal or 3/4" true frame. 
 Easily accessible parts from KC Attic Fans or Triangle Engineering direct.  The 

drive belts can be bought at any auto parts store.  Triangle has been in business 
since 1948 and they are not going anywhere.  Competitor fans are mostly imported 
fans and availability of parts will be limited.  That is if the fan is even worth 
repairing. 

 Life expectancy of a Triangle whole house fan is over 30 years. 
 A Triangle Fan weighs 64lbs vs a common big box store fan that weighs only 51 lbs.  

Think of it like a 3/4 ton truck compared to a 1/2 ton truck.  A 3/4 ton is heavier, 
sturdier and built for doing more serious work.  Obviously less steel & material will 
reduce the manufacturers costs, but Triangle has been more concerned with 
building a top of the line fan as opposed to maximum cost cutting.  This extra weight 
give the fans more mass and stability and should be considered a sign of the quality 
being built into these fans. 

 With KC Attic Fans you will have a local installer and dealer who specializes in only 
attic fans.  We understand how to do them and know what is required.  We stock 3 
sizes of fans & 7 types of shutters. 

  Manufactured with quality in the USA.  More specifically in the neighboring state 
of Arkansas. 


